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Christian Stinner Friseure

München 

"Luxury Trendy Salon"

Christian Stinner Friseure München is the place to go to for a

personalized, trendy, luxurious experience. Following the latest trends

and fashions, the stylists are up to date on what's in. If you want the same

hair-cut as Mylie Cyrus or any of your favorite celebs, they can do that too.

Make an appointment to determine your style of cut, color, and more.

You'll feel truly pampered with the complimentary head massage,

shampoo, and styling with your hair-cut. If your hair needs some extra

love, try their Keratin treatment. Get your hair styled by Christian Stinner

for a special occasion or event. Other services include Make-up service,

Bridal up-do, Wedding Make-up, Color, and more.

 +49 89 59 1882  www.cs-friseure.de  info@cs-friseure.de  Sparkassenstraße 15,

Munich
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Toni&Guy 

"Veteran Toni&Guy Salon"

The veteran Toni&Guy chain of salons has made a dramatic entrance in

the Au-Haudhausen neighborhood of Munich. Get your hair cut by

professional hairstylists trained under Toni Mascolo and Brother Guy

themselves. Contemporary, modern-edged hairstyles or timeless, classic

cuts are never far away from this salon. From color to texture and

thickness to sheen, the hair-gurus here are well-acquainted with every

aspect of hair-care. Located on the Isartorplatz, this sophisticated salon is

here to give you a chic look and international appeal right here in Munich.

 +49 89 29 4898  toniandguy.com/salon/isartorplatz  Isartorplatz 9, Munich
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Arnoldy & Traub 

"Say Goodbye to Bad Hair"

Shiny, fizzle-free hair is not a dream anymore while waves and curls are

now your hassle-free friends. Courtesy - Arnoldy & Traub. This high-end

hair salon is passionate about hair, and it will give you nothing less than

what you desire. A team of 28 other professionals, who share their love

for hair, will cater to you to give your tresses that extra bit of oomph. This

contemporary space features trendy hair-cuts, coloring, extensions,

pedicures and manicures. To give your hair that added bit of strength, you

can also opt for hair treatments such as Intense hair mask, SPA

Kerathermie, SPA Ritual or even a scalp massage. If you are regular at

Arnoldy & Traub, you'll probably never have a bad hair day.

 +49 89 29 8093  www.arnoldyundteam.de/  info@arnoldyundteam.de  Prannerstrasse 5, Munich
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Sassoon Salon 

"The Spotlight is on Hair"

At Sassoon Salon, its impossible to not be impressed by the talented

staff's hospitality. Their polite demeanor is also backed up by solid talent

and a rare foresight. The stylists here will provide you with the most

fashionably-forward hairstyles you've been waiting to try forever.

Precision and attention to the customer's needs are Sassoon's stylists

topmost skills. Although, the haircut could possibly prove to be expensive

for Munich standards, you need not worry as your hair will be under the

watchful care of the best hair-experts you can hope to find in all of

Munich.

 +49 89 242 1280  www.sassoon.com/  Odeonsplatz 8, Munich
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Thomas Kemper Friseure 

"Classic Styles, Experienced Stylists"

If you are one of those who gets nervous at the thought of getting their

hair trimmed, Thomas Kemper Friseure will be a great place to have your

fears abolished. Years of haunting stories of bad hair cuts and treatments

gone wrong will suddenly vanish, as soon as you enter the salon premises.

The staff at Thomas Kemper Friseure greets you with a smile, and gets

straight to the point. This salon does not fall for dogmatic trends and

passing fads, but instead focuses on classic hairstyles that are here to

stick around. Reasonably priced and conveniently located along the

Finkenstraße, Thomas Kemper Friseure is one man you can trust whole-

heartedly with your hair.

 +49 89 280 2494  www.thomas-

kemper.com/

 kontakt@thomas-

kemper.com

 Finkenstraße 5-7, Munich
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Schönheitsrausch 

"Trendy Affordable Salon"

Schönheitsrausch or Beauty Noise as it literally translates offers men and

women trendy, affordable styling solutions. The salon offers a variety of

options, and is perfect for a complete makeover with a Cut and Color,

Mani-pedi, Nail Art, Waxing, Massage, Facials and a number of other

treatments. Treat yourself to a new edgy haircut, or a relaxing evening

getting a massage. The salon uses Babor products to make sure you get a

great treatment or make-up for a special evening out.

 +49 89 2694 9868  www.schoenheitsrausch.d

e

 info@schoenheitsrausch.d

e

 Müllerstrasse 23, Munich
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Wam Beauty 

"For All your Beauty Needs"

No one has to suffer looking like an average Jane anymore, and why you'd

ask? Simply because Wam Beauty is here. For the nail-enthusiasts, the

talented staff in this salon has plenty of tricks up its sleeve to jazz up your

nails with color, shimmer or some artistry. If you want to boost your

complexion or are looking for a radiance which has evaded you for a long

time, try the skin treatments on offer. A personalized skin diagnosis

followed by cleansing, is one step in the right direction. The classic facial

treatment comprising of facial, anamnesis and peeling will certainly bring

back the glow to your face. Apart from these, the older ladies can try the

anti-aging treatment which is specifically designed for attacking stubborn

wrinkles and fine lines. In short, every woman who walks out this salon is

a happy one.

 +49 89 2018 9901  Fraunhoferstrasse 29, Munich
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Andrea Kehl 

"Shining Tresses"

A thick lustrous mane is everyone's fancy. Get yours at one of the most

outstanding salons of the world- Andrea Kehl. This highly acclaimed

facility cares for the hair and the staff is adept at fashioning hair according

to the personality of the individual and the latest trends. Choose a cut that

has been on your mind or ask them for suggestions and go back with a

newer looking you. The staff also guides the clients in proper nourishment

of the hair and offers hair treatments too.

 +49 89 4120 0341  andreakehl.de/  friseure@andreakehl.de  Schumannstraße 3, Munich
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Serbes Haardesign 

"Of Classic Hair & Beauty"

Serbes Haardesign is a chic and contemporary hair salon in Bogenhausen

which offers an ambiance of high standards and a expert hair stylist crew

who is well aware of all the intricacies of hair. The elevated ceilings,

sturdy glass windows undeniably give an airy and modern feel to the

place. Serbes has its own bar wherein you can enjoy a drink or two while

waiting for your turn. From getting your hair curled, straightened, permed

and treated, the hairstylists at Serbes Haardesign are efficient enough to

take care of every tress-related worry you may harbor. The trained

estheticians will transform you completely with their skilled hands and

updated knowledge. So, one can definitely say deduce that the women of

Munich are a happy lot.

 +49 89 448 2527  www.serbes-

haardesign.de/home.html

 Prinzregentenstraße 78, Munich
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Disini Hair Culture 

"Trendy Hair Salon"

Disini Salon caters to the young, trendy, and fashion-conscious crowd.

This salon features Aveda products to style and color your hair. You can

choose who styles your hair based on levels of seniority. Especially

convenient is the six-month subscription for men. Make an appointment

for a special occasion, and get an elegant up-do or a Make-over done at

the salon.

 +49 89 5994 3737  www.disini.de  info@disini.de  Waltherstraße 1, Munich
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C'est La Vie 

"To Transform & Beautify"

C'est La Vie is a spotless salon with a modern edge which has sworn to

make women the center of their universe. On most days, you'll find this

screaming-in-pink salon full of cheerful women chatting with each other.

Moving away from all the blabber, the focus then shifts to nails -

manicures, pedicures, acrylic extensions, innovative nail art and fiberglass

extensions are all testament to this fact. The focus on quality, attention to

detail and fulfilling the needs of the patrons are top priority for the salon

staff, who are cordial and friendly in their demeanor. Other than nail-

centric art, you can also get unwanted hair waxed and shaped or avail a

glamorous make-up session for a special event or even get your face

massaged. C'est La Vie is ideal combo of quakity as well as affordability.

 +49 89 2035 3539  www.clv168.com/  info@clv168.de  Hohenzollernstraße 2A,

Munich
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Safarik Hair & Beauty Salon 

"Pamper Yourself At Safrik"

Safarik Luxury Salon caters to an exclusive clientèle and provides luxury

hair, skin and beauty treatments. Located within the Westin Grande

Munich, this luxury salon is perfect to pamper yourself before a special

event, with their Make-up services, Hair-styling, Manicures, Pedicures and

much more. Want a relaxing facial or a routine hair cut and color, there is

no doubt you will be pampered at Safrik Luxury Salon with the best

treatments and products on offer. The salon is open to both men and

women. Reservations are recommended.

 +49 89 9264 8820  friseur-safarik.de/  info@friseur-safarik.de  Arabellastrasse 6, Westin

Grande Munich, Munich
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Top Style 

"A Salon for All Your Needs"

Top Style is your neighborhood nail & hair salon located on the

Wasserburger Landstraße. Get your hair cut in the style you desire, while

you sip on a glass of wine or a hot cup of coffee. The hairstylists at Top

Style are cordial in their reception and invite you to have an experience

that will leave you with zero regrets. You can also get your make-up done

for the big day by the talented make-up technicians at Top Style. Another

service offered is the massage wherein each part of your body will

awaken from a long slumber to alertness and vigor. Using the best of

international products, the team here treats your body like a coveted

piece of treasure. Your nails will not be left out either as manicures,

extensions and spa manicures are available here - which are all the

pampering your nails will ever need.

 +49 89 4545 6866  www.topstyle-

muenchen.de/

 mail@topstyle-

muenchen.de

 Wasserburger Landstraße

222, Munich
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